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Abstract
Ion bombardment on graphene sheets can produce atomic vacancies that can trap metal atoms. In
this paper, we demonstrated that these trapped metal atoms can effectively bind other molecules with
heteroatoms, making them chemisorbed to the graphene. The trapped cobalt atom can bind sarin
molecule through fluorine atom with dissociation energy significantly higher than the one bonded
via oxygen atom. This suggests that it can displace water molecule and therefore pledge for sarin
chemisorbent in atmospheric environment. Our investigations also revealed that metallic character
is enhanced upon sarin adsorption unlike the bonding of water molecule with trapped metal atom in
graphene lattice which causes an opening of small (0.02 eV) band gap. Present findings can have
promising application towards detecting the presence of toxic sarin molecules.
Keywords: graphene, sarin, chemisorption, density functional theory, band structure, equilibrium
constant
1. Introduction1
Many molecules with heteroatoms such as nitrogen or phosphorous, suspended in the gas phase,2
can be very harmful to human health if inhaled or if made contact with skin. Most notorious such com-3
pounds are chemical warfare agents that work as nerve toxins, which are harmful even in extremely4
low concentrations.[1] Lone electron pair on the heteroatom is available to form a donor–acceptor5
bond with an electron–deficient atom.[2] Since the best electron–acceptor atoms are transition met-6
als, they can be used for chemisorption of such molecules, effectively removing them from the gas7
phase.[3]8
Recently, it was demonstrated that atoms of cobalt can be inserted into vacancy of graphene sheet,9
produced by irradiation.[4, 5] That makes it a convenient solid medium for chemisorption with very10
large surface to mass ratio. All chemical bonds by which metal atoms are bonded with carbon atoms11
in a graphene sheet are arranged in only one plain, which leaves at least two potential binding sites,12
perpendicular to the plain of the graphene sheet.[4] Graphene has also the advantage of being atom-13
ically thin conductive material.[6–9] As such, any change in the electronic structure will influence14
its conductivity.[10, 11] That opens possibility of sensing very low concentrations of gasses.[12–15
18] Sensor devices, made of graphene, nanotubes and other nanomaterials have been demonstrated16
before.[14, 16–23]17
In this paper, the possibility of chemisorption of the sarin (isopropyl methylphosphonoflouridate)18
molecule is investigated. A great deal of research is being done on physisorption of these molecules19
as this is the main method for filtering them from the air.[22] The sarin is one of the most potent20
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synthetic toxic agent, used in chemical warfare.[1, 24] It has exposed fluorine and oxygen atoms, both21
capable of establishing covalent donor–acceptor bond.[2] In addition, binding with water molecule is22
researched since water molecule has similar binding capabilities as sarin and is commonly present in23
the air as the moisture.24
2. Theoretical methods25
Chemisorption of sarin to the immobilised cobalt atom in a graphene nanoribbon (GNR) and26
changes in the GNR conductivity, caused by the chemisorption was modelled with the density func-27
tional theory (DFT).[25–30]28
Periodic boundary conditions were applied along all three dimensions. Dimensions of unit cells29
along the direction of the GNR were selected to match the dimension of the nanoribbon model in30
order to ensure the periodicity. Padding of at least 10 Å along other two dimensions were used31
in order to prevent interaction of the nanoribbons between neighbouring replicas. Monkhorst–Pack32
scheme was used for integration in the k–space with the 4×4×1 grid. Geometry optimisation of all33
models was carried out with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within the generalised34
gradient approximation (GGA).[31] Numeric orbitals, constructed from the double zeta basis set with35
polarisation (DZP), were used in all geometry optimisation calculations. Spatial extension of the36
atomic orbitals were defined with the split–norm of 0.15 and energy shift of 250 meV. Real space37
grid integration was used on a grid, defined with the energy cutoff value of 200 Ry. Troullier–Martins38
pseudopotentials were used in all geometry optimisation calculations.[32, 33] Several conformations39
of the sarin molecule, bonded to the cobalt atom were used as initial geometry. Optimised conformer40
with the lowest energy was selected and used in further calculations. Phonon spectrum was calculated41
on all optimised geometries, by using the same level of theory as in geometry optimisation. Real42
values of resulted vibrational frequencies confirmed that all geometries correspond to energy minima.43
SIESTA program package was used for geometry optimisation and frequency calculations.[34]44
Beside 10 Å long GNR systems with immobilised cobalt atom, twice as long GNRs (20 Å) were45
also optimised in order to estimate the influence of periodic replicas to resulting energies and geome-46
tries. The same settings were used as with small GNRs except the smaller grid (2×2×1) was used47
in 20 Å long GNRs in order to achieve the same grid point separation in the k–space. Calculated48
differences in electronic contribution to dissociation energies (0.004 - 0.01 eV for sarin, and 0.07 eV49
for water) were considered small enough to accept 10 Å long GNR for modelling the chemisorption50
of sarin.51
After the original geometry optimisation was performed, another run with variable cell was done.52
That resulted in triclinic unit cells, with axis angles insignificantly departing from 90◦. Cells of53
resulting geometries were made orthorhombic (angles between unit cell axis are orthogonalised) and54
subjected to another fixed–cell geometry optimisation. If there was no significant rise in energy,55
geometries were kept in orthorhombic cells.56
Electronic energy of each energy minimum was determined with single point calculations, us-57
ing the Becke, three-parameter, Lee–Yang–Parr hybrid functional (B3LYP).[35, 36] The efficiency58
of hybrid DFT functionals is superior to the local–density–approximation (LDA) and GGA function-59
als when it comes to energy stability.[37, 38] B3LYP functional is a very popular choice due to its60
accuracy.[39, 40]61
A quickstep method was used for calculations of single point energies, that uses both, gaussian62
orbitals and plane waves to compute the Kohn–Sham matrix and the electronic density.[41–43] Four63
grids were used in plane wave calculations with the energy cutoff of 250 Ry for the finest grid.64
Gaussian functions were constructed from the double zeta basis set with the polarisation and the65
Goedecker–Teter–Hutter pseudopotential (DZVP-GTH-PADE).[44, 45] Basis set superposition error66
was calculated by using Boys–Bernardi counterpoise correction.[46] For that purpose, calculations67
were repeated, but with atoms in a molecular fragment replaced with ghost atoms. The dissociation68
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where Ee denotes the electronic energy (calculated with B3LYP/DZVP-GTH-PADE), Ev0 is the vibra-71
tional zero point energy (calculated with PBE/DZP), ab superscript denotes that the physical quantity72
refers to the dimer, superscripts a or b refer to monomers and superscripts a∗ and b∗ refer to a dimer73
in which one of the monomer’s atoms are replaced with ghost atoms.74
The effectiveness of ligand binding is expressed as standard dissociation constant.[47] For a gen-75
eral adsorption reaction:76
AB(surface) −−−⇀↽−− A(gas) + B(surface) (2)
where A is a molecule being adsorbed, B a bonding site on adsorbent and AB the molecule A, bonded77





where p(A) is partial pressure of A, [B] is surface concentration of free bonding sites and [AB]79












where Kb is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ∆E is the energy difference between reac-82
tants and products, qi is the partition function of the i-th species and νi is its stoichiometric number.83
Partition functions for species in gas phase are calculated as product of translational, rotational and vi-84
brational partition functions, assuming harmonic oscillator, rigid rotor and ideal gas approximations.85
In the case of solid state species, only the vibrational partition function is taken into account.86
To gauge the potential of Co doped GNRs towards the detection of sarin, we examined the changes87
in electronic band structure due to adsorption of targeted molecule. For the computation of electronic88
band structures, 50 k-points along the periodic direction of the ribbon were selected. However, a89















































































scheme 1: Graphene nanoribbons doped with cobalt atoms and chemisorbed sarin and water molecules.
3. Results and discussion92
The chemisorption of the sarin molecule on GNRs, decorated with cobalt atoms (structures 1, 2),93
was modelled as shown in figure 1. These two structures were the result of insertion of the cobalt94
atom into the monovacancy (figure 1a) and divacancy (figure 1b).95
Both of these structures were previously produced experimentally.[4] The cobalt atom, inserted96
into the monovacancy was bonded with three bonds to the GNR.97
Since the monovacancy is too small to accommodate one cobalt atom, the guest (Co) atom in 198
was situated 1.2 Å above the GNR plane with C−Co bond length 1.76 Å and C−Co−C angle of 99◦.99
The Cobalt atom in 2 is also displaced from the GNR plane, only for 0.5 Å. C−Co bond is longer100
in this case (about 1.9 Å). Four bonds around the Co atom are closing two five–membered and two101
six–membered rings in C2v symmetry arrangement (C−Co−C angles: 87◦ and 89◦ respectively).102








Figure 2: Chemisorbent based on graphene nanoribbons with cobalt atom in the monovacancy with: a) sarin molecule
bonded with O atom, b) sarin molecule bonded with F atom, c) water molecule; and chemisorbent based on graphene
nanoribbons with cobalt atom in the divacancy with: d) sarin molecule bonded with O atom, e) sarin molecule bonded
with F atom, f) water molecule.
In the most stable conformers (figure 2), both organic groups (methyl and isopropyl) had contact105
with the GNR. Hydrogen atoms in those groups approached the plain of the GNR up to 2.3 Å. This106
conformation is similar to physisorbed sarin on graphene, determined by configuration interaction107
theory.[22] That contact makes additional stabilisation of the chemisorbed sarin, complementing the108
covalent bond with the dispersion interaction between the organic groups and the GNR.109
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The possibility of sarin as multidentat ligand was also investigated. Conformations in which two110
(carbonyl oxygen and fluorine) and three (both oxygen and fluorine) atoms are connected to the cobalt111
atom were also optimised. Although these conformations have two or three covalent bonds between112
the sarin and the cobalt atom, the stability is not enhanced over monodentat bonding. The geometry113
optimisation of these structures resulted in monodentat bonded structures, shown in figure 2.114
Chemisorbed molecules were not bound to the cobalt atom perpendicularly as would be expected115
from tetrahedral or square pyramid coordination. The discrepancy is always larger in case of binding116
to 1. Also, the largest discrepancy is observed for water molecules (structures 5 and 8) (41.0◦ and117
22.4◦). In case of oxygen–bonded sarin (17.6◦ for 3, 13.7◦ for 6) and the fluorine–bonded sarin (27.7◦118
for 4 and 7.3◦ for 7), the discrepancy is still significant.119
Table 1: Dissociation energies (Ed) calculated with PBE/DZP//B3LYP/DZVP-GTH-PADE and standard dissociation equi-
librium constants (K⊖
d
), partition equilibrium constants at 300 K, for sarin and water, chemisorbed on graphene nanoribbon
containing cobalt atoms (KD).
system Ed/eV K⊖d /Pa KD
3 1.08 1.07 × 10−25 46729
4 1.24 2.21 × 10−28 2.26 × 10+7
5 0.48 5.00 × 10−21 –
6 0.46 2.90 × 10−15 2.39 × 10−5
7 -0.57 309.85 2.24 × 10−22
8 0.41 6.93 × 10−20 –
Almost all structures show positive dissociation energies (table 1), that are significantly larger than120
the thermal energy at room temperature. The only case with negative dissociation energy is 7. Also,121
sarin bonds with 1 stronger than with 2. In 1, cobalt atom is in CoIII oxidation state, which is much122
more common than CoIV (as in 2).[2] The stabilisation upon binding sarin (or water), can be attributed123
to increase in coordination to 4, which is, not most common coordination for CoIII complexes.[2] The124
pyramidal coordination in 6–8 is rather unusual in cobalt chemistry, especially for CoIV atom.[2]125
Zero point vibrational energy (ZPVE) corrections are very small compared to total dissociation126
energies, however they are not uniform. The greatest correction is for binding of water molecules to127
both: 1 (-0.061 eV) and 2 (-0.04 eV). ZPVE corrections for bonding of sarin to 2 increases the disso-128
ciation energy (makes complex less stable) for 0.01 eV (O-bonding) and 0.039 eV (F-bonding), while129
binding to 1 makes insignificant corrections (relative to thermal energy): -0.0002 eV (O-bonding) and130
0.007 eV (F-bonding).131
Energy alone is not the only factor that to affect the effectiveness of adsorption. Bonding of a132
molecule to a stationary phase makes several translational and rotational degrees of freedom disap-133
pear. Since these degrees of freedom carry a considerable amount of entropy, adsorption in general is134
unfavourable process, unless the adsorption enthalpy is sufficiently negative or there is another source135
of entropy in adsorbed species.[47] The effectiveness of adsorption can be much better described by136
the equilibrium constant. Table 1 shows dissociation equilibrium constants for compounds 3–8. Most137
of the K⊖
d
values are significantly lower than 1, indicating that under equilibrium conditions, with138
enough binding sites on the cobalt–doped graphene surface, partial pressure of sarin will be reduced139
to essentially zero. The equilibrium constant for dissociation of 4 is several orders of magnitude lower140
than for 3 or 5.141
Since only one bond is being broken during the dissociation of a complex, it can be assumed that142
reactions, represented by equation 2 have no transition states. In that case reaction barriers are equal143
to reaction dissociation energies, which makes reaction rates proportional to reaction equilibrium144
constants (K⊖
d
). That convenience can be utilised to calculate dissociation half–times (τ), which can145
show if an adsorbent can self–recover in a reasonable time. Transition state theory, first order reaction146
kinetics and all transmission coefficients equal to one (no dissociated molecule, binds back to the147
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where h is the Planck constant. Complexes with largest dissociation energies (3 and 4) have extremely149
long dissociation times (1.65 × 1011 s and 8.00 × 1013 s) making adsorption practically irreversible at150
room temperature. Water dissociates in days (8, 2.55×105 s) to months (5, 3.53×106 s), while only 6151
dissociates in a time span (6.09 s), convenient for a self–regenerating sensor. Multiple–usage sensors,152
based on 1 and 2 would require assisted desorption by UV irradiation or electric field.[48, 49]153
The preference of 1 for binding with sarin over water can partially attributed to the additional154
non–bonded interactions. It was demonstrated that non–bonded interactions in metal-organic frame-155
works (MOF) with hydrophobic cavities, can be used for selectively capturing molecules similar to156
sarin (Diisopropylfluorophosphate, DIFP).[50] In the same paper, it was found that the MOF that157
contains coordinatively unsaturated metal centre ([Cu3(btc)2]) binds water with similar affinity as158
DIFP.[50] Unlike copper complexes[50], there is a very strong selectivity towards sarin over water159
molecule in 1. Unfortunately, 2 shows opposite behaviour: partition constants for sarin/water on 2160
(table 1) are significantly smaller than 1. Dissociation energies of sarin and water with 2 is of sim-161
ilar magnitude with measured heats of adsorption with [Cu3(btc)2] (∆Hads(DIFP) = 48.4kJ/mol =162
0.50eV;∆Hads(H2O) = 43.9kJ/mol = 0.45eV). However, there are significant differences in binding163
between MOFs and metal-doped graphene. In MOFs, molecules are adsorbed on surfaces of tiny164
cavities inside structures of MOFs, rather than on a single flat surface. Also, DIFP lacks phospho-165
ryl oxygen atom (P−O). In all optimised geometries, cobalt atom forms bond with the phosphoryl166
oxygen, rather with the alkyl oxygen atom. This is in agreement with sarin adsorption on anatas167
surface[51], where it was demonstrated that the phosphoryl oxygen is preferred for bonding. Ex-168
perimental evidence show that organophosphonate compounds prefer binding to surfaces containing169
hydroxyl groups or metal atoms.[52] While binding to hydroxyl groups involves different mecha-170
nism than described here (hydrogen bonding), change in IR frequencies of phosphoryl oxygen upon171
sorption demonstrated type of bonding described here.[52]172
The importance of Co doping to bind the sarin molecule with graphene is further evident while173
comparing the present findings with those of Papas et.al.[22] Their findings based on configuration174
interaction as well as DFT calculations revealed a weaker bonding between sarin and perfect graphene175
as compared to present results with Co impurity in graphitic network. In another study, adsorption of176
sarin on BN has been reported by considering its sheet, nanotube and nanocage configurations.[53]177
Here also, doping of various impurities were found to enhance the binding of sarin which is consistent178
to our observations with Co impurity in graphene. Further, their calculated adsorption energy (-13.8179
kcal/mol) is in excellent agreement with our reported value of -0.57 eV (i.e. -13.14 kcal/mol).180
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3: Band structures of graphene nanoribbons, doped with cobalt. (a) No ligand; (b) sarin bound through fluorine
atom to the cobalt atom; (c) water molecule bound to the cobalt atom.
When sarin bonds with 1 via oxygen atom (compound 3), it will rebond into thermodynamically181
more favourable 4. More important is the ability of sarin to displace water from 5. A practical ad-182
sorbent should be able to bind targeted molecule regardless of presence of competitive molecules183
in the atmosphere. Water molecule, as a common ligand in CoIII chemistry, is also common in at-184
mosphere as moisture and exposing the adsorbent to air will be, given enough time, saturated with185
water. The difference in dissociation equilibrium constants guarantee that sarin will displace water186
on the adsorbent. Data in table 1 show that 2 does not perform as a good adsorbent, as dissociation187
energy (and therefore corresponding equilibrium constant) of the most stable form of bonded sarin188
(6) is significantly lower than the corresponding structure in the case of 1. Also, 7 shows negative189
dissociation energy indicating it is less stable than reactants. Although there is possibility that it exists190
as metastable species (if there exists a corresponding transition state with higher energy than 7), its191
existence is beyond the scope of this paper as it would anyway fail as adsorbent. Moreover, 2 binds192
water (8) so strongly, that it would not be able to displace it with sarin. Therefore electronic properties193
of 2 will not be considered due to its poor adsorbing performance.194
The perusal of electronic band structures (figure 3) for Co doped GNR reveals that electronic195
bands are lying in the vicinity of Fermi level. However, a magnified view of the same, confirms that196
lowest conduction band (LCB) is merely touching the Fermi level (figure 3a). Therefore, it suggests197
for the semi-metallic character of this structure. On the other hand, the highest valence band (HVB)198
and LCB are moving apart as a result of sarin adsorption and an additional dispersive band appears199
in between and across the Fermi level (figure 3b). This additional dispersive band suggests for the200
enhanced metallicity as compared to Co doped GNR. Interestingly, the adsorption of H2O molecule201
opens up a small (direct) band gap across the Fermi level. The magnitude of this band gap is found202
to be 0.02 eV in the middle of Γ to X. To further explore the effect of sarin adsorption on transport203
properties, the transmission spectra (TS) have been plotted for all three configurations as shown in204
figure 4. From TS profiles, a sharp peak lying across the Fermi level (figure 4b) can be distinctly205
identified in Co doped GNR under the influence of sarin adsorption.206
However, in the absence of sarin molecule, we observed a rather blunt peak for Co doped GNR207
with reduced magnitude which is supporting its semi-metallic character. Finally, the absence of trans-208
mission channel (at the Fermi level) has been noticed for H2O absorbed configuration as shown in209
figure 4c which is due to the opening of small band gap for corresponding band structure (figure 3c).210
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Transmission spectra for graphene nanoribbon, doped with cobalt. (a) No ligand; (b) sarin bound through
fluorine atom to the cobalt atom; (c) water molecule bound to the cobalt atom.
4. Conclusion211
Graphene with induced monovacancies and doped with cobalt atoms most efficiently bind sarin212
molecules through fluorine atoms. Calculated dissociation energies and dissociation equilibrium con-213
stants indicate that sarin binds to the cobalt–doped graphene more strongly than water, which makes214
it practical chemisorbent as sarin can displace bonded water. Cobalt–doped graphene with induced215
divacancies proved to be poor chemisorbent for sarin with very strong binding to water. Binding of216
sarin to the cobalt atom in graphene monovacancies, closes its band gap, enhancing its metallicity.217
Since the water molecule, bonded with the cobalt atom induces very small band gap, there is a sig-218
nificant change in the electronic structure upon binding different molecules to use this material as a219
sarin gas sensor.220
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